
VORTECS™ Report for August 28 – September 4, 2021

Welcome to the latest issue of the VORTECS™ report.

In this week’s report:

Three out of four altcoins with triple-digit weekly gains flash high VORTECS™ Scores
before their prices peak
Markets Pro subscribers skim the cream off FTM and OGN’s rallies thanks to CTMP
data intelligence tools
High-VORTECS™ assets keep yielding consistent average returns, with double-digit
average ROIs coming after 24 and 48 hours
All-time top coins: RUNE, AXS, and VGX remain on top by the number of days with high
scores
IOST and RLY ride well-timed NewsQuakes™ to generate hefty gains
Altseason in full swing: Alts generate 17.8% weekly ROI against Bitcoin’s 3.2%

Top gainers of the week

Coin % Change

PRE +433.25%

POLY +195.14%

BCHA +178.01%

FTM +127.08%

KP3R +91.34%

AGI +87.93%

CVC +61.70%

XHV +61.31%

MIOTA +57.28%

XYO +57.04%



The table above lists this week’s top ten coins by price change, with those who had hit a
VORTECS™ Score of 80 or above in bold.

Four altcoins made triple-digit gains this week. PRE delivered a dominant display as its price
multiplied by more than five. The coin’s VORTECS™ Score had briefly gone dark green near
the height of the rally, anticipating two final price peaks. Two other big winners, BCHA and FTM,
also took advantage of historically favorable conditions registered by the VORTECS™ algorithm
before their prices soared.

The high score table

Coin % Change

PRE +433.25%

BCHA +178.01%

FTM +127.08%

XYO +57.04%

RGT +50.68%

RLY +35.69%

COTI +26.60%

ALPHA +23.43%

OGN +21.82%

AXS +20.71%

In addition to the four coins already featured in the overall ranking, another six
high-VORTECS™ assets generated returns of more than 20% this week.

Top performers

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/presearch
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/bitcoincashabc
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/fantom


The VORTECS™ algorithm is intentionally fuzzy when it comes to timing: It can spot data
patterns than in the past preceded significant price moves by 12 to 72 hours and sometimes
even longer. BCHA’s price action this week exemplified a situation when a favorable setup
identified by the model took several days to materialize in a price hike.

BCHA’s VORTECS™ Score peaked at 84 on Aug. 30 (red circle in the graph) when the asset
was trading at $173.40. The price remained largely flat until some 62 hours later when the coin
began to pick up steam, eventually climbing from $180 to $351 in less than two days.

In the case of FTM, turnaround has been significantly faster. After the coin’s price had soared
from around $0.50 to over $0.80 early in the week, its VORTECS™ Score has held above 80 for
a formidable 47 hours even despite a correction kicking in. This suggested that the market and
social conditions observed by the algorithm were consistently ripe for further upside.

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/bitcoincashabc
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/fantom


Several hours after FTM’s highest score of the week, 84 (red circle in the chart), the asset
continued its impressive run as its value increased from 70 cents to $1.17. Some Markets Pro
users did not hesitate to put this data intelligence to work:

OGN posted a series of ultra-high VORTECS™ Scores – reaching 87 in the early hours of Sep.
2 – as its price wobbled between $1.14 and $1.19. Less than 30 hours after the peak score had
been registered, the coin took off on a steep trajectory that saw it touch $1.36 the next day.

Judging from posts on Markets Pro Discord server, community members managed to derive
profits from this one, too:

https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/823597183784976405/882754086095695872
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/originprotocol
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/813584112454467635/883336177334235136


Average VORTECS™ returns

A straightforward measure of the algorithm’s performance is the average value change that the
assets reaching a certain VORTECS™ Score mark show after crossing the threshold.

The table on the next page presents average returns made by coins after they cleared a score
of 80, 85, or 90.

Each asset could only yield one observation per day, i.e. if a coin went from 79 to 81, then back
to 79 and then to 80 once again in a few hours, only its first entry to 80+ would count.

Time after score 80 85 90

2 hours -0.17% 0.89% 2.18%

6 hours 2.43% 3.16% 2.18%

12 hours 4.99% 4.44% 2.18%

24 hours 8.06% 13.37% 26.44%



48 hours 10.65% 18.81% 28.23%

Occurrences 34 8 1

Compared to the last two weeks, the number of high score instances somewhat decreased.
Average returns of the 90-scorers are not particularly informative since they are informed by a
performance of a single asset. At the same time, average returns generated by the 80 and
85-scoring coins remained robust and, once again, increased after longer times. Notably, both
80 and 85-scoring groups yielded double-digit average returns after 48 hours.

All-time top coins by VORTECS™ score

With many altcoins delivering explosive rallies after recording high VORTECS™ Scores in the
past couple of weeks, it is time to revisit the all-time ranking of coins by 80+ days. The following
metric takes top assets by the overall number of days when their VORTECS™ was 80 or above
and zooms in on their average performance.

The chart shows the top-20 coins by the number of days, counted since the platform’s launch,
when the asset’s VORTECS™ Score hit 80. If the coin had been going back and forth to reach
80 on multiple counts, only one per day was recorded; all subsequent hits in the next 24 hours
were ignored.



For example, the all-time top-performing asset, RUNE, has recorded 76 days with the score of
80 or higher, as shown by the blue bar.

The remaining bars mark the number of 80+ score days for each asset that were followed by
fixed returns within 72 hours.

The orange bar denotes the number of days that were followed by at least a 3% return.

The gray bar denotes the number of days that were followed by at least a 5% return.

The yellow bar denotes the number of days that were followed by at least a 10% return.

For the same twenty assets, this second graph shows the average returns 24, 48, and 72 hours
after hitting VORTECS™ Scores of 80 and 90.

While the first graph of the two demonstrates how consistent the top-scoring coins were in
generating 3%, 5%, and 10% returns after hitting the threshold of 80, the one above highlights
the average size of the gains they yielded.

As visible in the chart, coins like AXS, MATIC, AVAX, LUNA, TEL, and DOT reliably delivered
sizable gains after reaching high VORTECS™ Scores, while AAVE and CRV underperformed
within the specified timeframes on average.

Markets Pro NewsQuakes™

https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/thorchain


The Sep. 2 announcement by the IOS Foundation of its partnership with KnitFinance did not
make too big of a splash initially, judging from a lukewarm dynamic of the IOST’s price during
the first several hours from its publication.

However, some 10 hours later, the token’s price began to rise sharply. Thanks to a lightning fast
NewsQuake™ that picked the announcement from the original source, the Markets Pro
community got word of the news hours before it began to affect the price. The token
subsequently saw a 40% boost within 2.5 days following the announcement.

In the case of RLY’s big NewsQuake™ this week, the price line exhibited an entirely different
behavior in response to a market-moving development. Immediately after the publication of an
announcement of the coin’s upcoming listing on Huobi, delivered to Markets Pro subscribers the
same minute as a NewsQuake™ alert, its price instantly jumped from $0.64 to $0.74.

https://medium.com/iost/iost-collaborates-with-knitfinance-to-enable-cross-chain-transactions-create-market-options-69154d96d3d0
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/iostoken
https://pro.cointelegraph.com/coins/rally
https://www.huobi.com/support/en-us/detail/84884750938018
https://www.huobi.com/support/en-us/detail/84884750938018


The benign effect of the news then continued to manifest itself, if on a smoother curve: RLY’s
price kept climbing for another 2.5 days, eventually peaking at $0.94 – a peak return of more
than 31%.

Altseason analysis

The Altseason metric considers the same indicators as the VORTECS™ Score, plus additional
data sources such as altcoin listings and crypto projects’ press coverage. What it helps figure
out is whether it is a good time to be stocking on altcoins or prioritizing BTC investments in the
next 14 days.

Consistent with the data from Markets Pro Altseason indicator, which has recently announced
the advent of altcoin season, alts significantly outperformed Bitcoin this week: 17.8% ROI to
BTC’s 3.2%.

The metric is still 31% on the alts’ side, suggesting that historical conditions remain favorable for
altcoins to generate sizable returns on investment.

Markets Pro Community

This week, popular YouTuber CryptoLove held a Discord AMA for the Markets Pro community.
Full notes from the back-and-forth can be found here. Next week’s AMA guest is Zachary
Kelman, a legal expert who serves as Cointelegraph’s general counsel. Feel free to submit your
questions ahead of time!

https://youtube.com/c/CryptoLove
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/881920215506620446
https://docs.google.com/document/d/16uj-oFZlLeJdiU4h0JXi166d6ZCN8UdAddpn19YuNaM/edit
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/881921366260076546
https://discord.com/channels/806375363901915147/881921366260076546

